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These past few months have been a whirlwind of activity, and just as usual, time seems to be going by at a rapid pace as 
seasons change and we look forward to green grass and sunny skies. The art program is in full swing, and students and 
teachers have been surpassing their expectations with artistic endeavors. What I have noticed personally, is the level of ar-
tistic growth that students have developed over the years.  This growth comes with teachers’ ease and confidence with art 
as a subject, which naturally reflects on the students’ confidence and outcomes. Another exciting part of this artistic growth 
is collaborating with teachers on new and creative art projects and ideas.  

These projects are a win / win situation. We combine artistic principles such as color theory / value with aspects of the core 
curriculum to teach subjects in a fun and creative way. Often, social studies and community is a topic up for discussion: 

Grade 8 students at LBC first learned about color  
theory and painting techniques then applied what they 

learned to a collaborative mural of the St. Norbert  
Monastery. They chose the subject of their mural to 

show pride in their community. 

Grade 1 students at ESNI created clay tiles incorporating 
a mathematical pattern made from a variety of objects. 

The objects were pressed into the clay to leave an  
impression, and then the pattern was repeated. The tiles 
were glazed in a similar pattern using primary colors plus 

black.  
Math + Art = FUN! 

Grade 2 students from DTS studied communities such 
as Lunenburg Nova Scotia. Again, art principles were 

applied to this unique mural in which every student had 
a piece of the puzzle to paint (right).  Along with the 

artistic component, students explored: mapping skills, 
comparisons between jobs in the community and how 
the natural environment (Atlantic Ocean) shapes daily 

life, diversity to other communities, and symbols of 
Canada (Bluenose). 



 Teachers Can Paint! 
One of the topics in the art program is color theory and painting techniques. We explore primary colors, cool and warm 
colors, and different painting techniques in acrylic. Often we use a calendar as a reference to create a landscape. Just 

check out the art from our talented teachers: 

Now their students give it a go... 

Continued.. 

LSS students  
concentrate on their 
landscape paintings 

Painting the tree is a 
good ‘warm-up’ 

painting exercise, 
both for learning 

techniques with pri-
mary colors and in-
corporating value. 



 

EIDC students experiment with ‘Slab Construc on’  
techniques in clay. 

Once pieces are rolled, cut, constructed, 
and carefully attached using water as a 
paste to hold pieces together, they are 
left to dry. When dry, they are fired in the 
kiln and then a glaze is applied. The 
pieces are then fired again to reveal glo-
rious glassy color! 

Painting... 

Pottery & Sculpture 

Continued.. 

More examples of trees created with primary colors by early years students at ARB. 

We have done a lot of experimentation with clay. Students have learned hand-building techniques such as the pinch pot and 
creating tiles. Another interesting form of hand-building with clay is slab construction. Slab construction involves rolling out 

slabs of clay and then cutting them into shapes which can then be used to ‘build’ their sculpture. There is an automatic appeal 
to this wonderful form of sculpture that is similar to Lego’s build-ability. With slab construction, however, the clay can be ma-

nipulated, attached, bent, and formed into anything imaginable. 



 

More Beautiful Creative Pottery! 

Continued.. 

 

Pottery with a Purpose! 
LBC has undergone the exciting and  
fulfilling task of creating art for charity 

 with the empty bowl project.  
Each student in the school created  

a clay bowl to be sold for a local charity. 

Amazing Animal Art! 
Recently we have been creating beautiful animal portraits as part of our art workshop  

program. Teachers brought in photographs of their beloved pets or other animals and did their 
very best to replicate what they saw in the form of a pastel drawing. The secret – draw the 

basic shape, layer the pastel, add texture, and finally provide the soulful eye. Check out  
these beautiful portraits created by teachers:  

Students from ELI created these unique pieces at right, 
while DTS students created these unique pieces 

(bottom). All originated as pinch pots. Students were 
required to incorporate an artistic theme using texture. 



Continued.. 

Students Create Beautiful Animal Portraits 

These amazing 
animals were  

created by middle 
years students at 

ESAS. (Left & 
right) 

The animal portrait assignment can be modified to suit early years students. 
Again, the basic principle is the same: begin with shapes, layer the pastel, add 

texture, and in some cases, an environment!  
*See assignment procedure at the end of this newsletter. 

Finally Let’s Get Ready For the Warmth! 



 

A Final Word on the Newsletter….  
If you have any art news, art input 
or comments, please send it my way 
to: gdoll@srsd.ca   Remember…  

Creating Warmth With Kindergarten & Grade 1 

Everyone is always looking for that ‘something’ to put out for display in the hallways. Naturally, you want to include a 
theme of sorts which involves learning, process, and reflects how everyone is feeling. After a typically cold Winter, we 

are all ready to welcome Spring. In fact, let’s welcome Hawaii! Well when you can’t go to the tropics… maybe the tropics 
can come to you! 

Kindergarten and grade 1 students at EIDC proudly show off their flowers. Flowers were drawn in a step by step 
process paying close attention to color and value and building on artistic principles these students have been 
practicing. Along with flowers, students brain stormed about aquatic life and all created a creature of the sea. 
Students were also asked to do a write up incorporating the seasons. They made flowers to accompany their 

write up and of course flowers to embellish this Hawaii- themed display. 



 

Animal Portrait—Project Instructions 

*Note, this project is to create a portrait as close to the ‘real thing’ as possible – suitable for middle years and up. This 
project can be modified as needed for Early years – and/ or to allow for a creative twist (ie creative colors, other modifi-

cations as you see fit!) 

Materials Needed: Soft pastel (of the good quality), white chalk, black charcoal or enough black pastel for the class, pen-
cils, erasers, earth-tone colored larger construction paper, and reference photograph *(photograph will be a better refer-
ence than an artist rendition of – can be pet, wild animal photographs from books, calendar, i-pad, and also have curric-
ular connections – ie – endangered species) 

Method & Procedure:  

 Observe reference picture and pay particular attention to finding the shapes – circles, squares, and triangles, etc. 

 On construction paper, start creating what is seen in the form of shapes - *the ears are a good place to start espe-
cially with dogs, wolves, cats, lions, because it helps in spacing shapes accurately. Use the pencil for this, both for 
drawing and as a measuring tool – is the eye that close to the nose? Please note: It is important to draw LARGE. 
Portrait needs to be ‘blown up’ from reference. Drawing large will ensure space for coloring as well as overall dra-
matic effect. 

 Use white chalk if needed to enhance pencil sketch. – Sketch should be basic – mainly shapes and not too de-
tailed. 

 Begin filling in base colors with soft pastel: *Note – base colors usually amount to several and not just one. Again, 
observe what is really depicted in original photograph. – The closer to the actual colors, the better the outcome. It 
is important to pay special attention to shadow, light, value, within the structure. Colors should be softly blended 
with finger- tip and cover paper well (no paper showing through). 

 After general coverage is in place, observe markings – Leopard spots, tiger stripes, etc. Markings should match, 
spot for spot the original reference. It is time consuming but well worth the effort! 

 TEXTURE. Observe how the fur lies, feathers pattern. The hair around face may be shorter. Imagine brushing this 
animal. The strokes of the pastel need to match the hair growth direction and not just be random. Do not blend 
away texture. 

 Eyes: - brown, gold, yellow, green – all in accordance with the original reference need to be observed and consid-
ered. Include what is seen – iris, black pupil, and finally, a white twinkle in the pupil  to make the animal come to 
life! 


